(10) Radial Basis Function Neural Networks, (11) Support Vector Machines (two different training algorithms), and (12) ZeroR. A well-known IDS benchmark dataset, KDD99 has been used to train and test classifiers. Full training data set of KDD99 is 4.9 million instances while full test dataset is 311,000 instances. In contrast to similar previous studies, which used 0.08%-10% for training and 1.2%-100% for testing, this study uses full training dataset and full test dataset. Weka Machine Learning Toolbox has been used for modeling and simulation. The performance of classifiers has been evaluated using This study investigates the effects of using a large data set on supervised machine learning classifiers in the domain of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). To investigate this effect 12 machine learning algorithms have been applied. These algorithms are: (1) Adaboost, (2) Bayesian Nets, (3) Decision Tables, (4) Decision Trees (J48), (5)Logistic Regression, (6) Multi-Layer Perceptron, (7) Naive Bayes, (8) OneRule, (9)Random Forests, (10) Radial Basis Function Neural Networks, (11) Support Vector Machines (two different training algorithms), and (12) ZeroR. A well-known IDS benchmark dataset, KDD99 has been used to train and test classifiers. Full training data set of KDD99 is 4.9 million instances while full test dataset is 311,000 instances. In contrast to similar previous studies, which used 0.08%-10% for training and 1.2%-100% for testing, this study uses full training dataset and full test dataset. Weka Machine Learning Toolbox has been used for modeling and simulation. The performance of classifiers has been evaluated using standard binary performance metrics: Detection Rate, True Positive Rate, True Negative Rate, False Positive Rate, False Negative Rate, Precision, and F1-Rate. To show effects of dataset size, performance of classifiers has been also evaluated using following hardware metrics: Training Time, Working Memory and Model Size. Test results shows improvements in classifiers in standard performance metrics compared to previous studies.
The impact of using large training data set 1 INTRODUCTION 25 Internet, networks and computers form the backbone of modern life; protection of this backbone is very 26 important (Raymond and Choo, 2011) . According to Computer Security Institute survey (CSI, 2011), 27 following tools are used to protect these sytems: firewalls, anti-viruses, malware protection programs, In the first category, network IDS uses network packets to detect attacks; consequently, it protects 38 many computers in the network. On the other hand, host IDS uses logs and events in host system to detect 39 attacks; therefore, it protects only one host.
Signature detection or misuse systems use signature database of known attacks to detect intrusions, 41 but this database must be updated regularly. Their performance is low against unknown attacks; while it is 42 very high against known attacks. For that reason, false alarms occur very rarely. Most enterprises prefer 43 signature detection systems since false alarms are costly and resource intensive (CSI, 2011) .
44
However, anomaly detection systems suggest a different approach. They maintain system profiles 45 that define normal activities. When an abnormal activity (different from the stored profiles) occurs, the 46 system flags this activity as an intrusion. Anomaly detection systems produce more false alarms than the 47 signature detection systems, since the definition of normal changes in time. But, they are more effective 48 against unknown attacks.
49
After Denning's first paper (Denning, 1987) about IDS, hundreds of studies have been published.
50
Nonetheless, it still remains an unsolved problem since IDS domain is a evolving problem-Attackers 51 continuously change and improve their capabilities (Sommer and Paxson, 2010) .
52
To introduce importance of the problem and evaluate related studies, results from previous works have 53 been collected for comparison purposes (Table 1) . These results indicates that many methods have been 54 applied in IDS domain, and Weka (Hall et al., 2009 ) is the most-used toolbox in literature.
55
Based on Table 1 common to see claims that KDD99 is too large for research study purposes (Horng et al., 2011; Yi et al., 60 2011; Chen et al., 2014; Kumar and Kumar, 2013) , justifying usage of small subset of KDD99.
61
Using a restricted portion of the training data results in performance reduction in classifier models, 62 since classifier models can only learn the data that they have seen in the training step. From generalization 63 point of view, the models' capabilities reduce as a result of using small datasets; therefore, using a larger 
Reproducible Build Tool

141
Vandewalle et al (Vandewalle et al., 2009) proposes six levels of reproducibility. The best levels is:
142
The results can be easily reproduced by an independent researcher with at most 15 min of 143 user effort, requiring only standard, freely available tools (C compiler, etc.) . were included according to following 4 criteria, whether classifier: (1) is easy to train, (2) is among the 182 most used, (3) is easy to understand, and (4) is hard to train. Table 3 contains the four groups, classifiers 183 in these groups, and previous studies. Easy to Understand operating principles are a desirable feature of IDS (Scarfone and Mell, 2007) .
191
IDS operators can easily understand operating principles of following classifiers, and can easily comment 192 on why system flagged that instance as an attack. These are (1) Logistic Regression, (2) Decision Table, 193 (3) BayesNet and (4) Decision Tree (DT).
194
Hard to Train Algorithms take more time to train than other classifiers, since their underlying Training time of classifiers can be seen in Table 4 . Training time of ZeroR (1s) and OneR (67s) is 208 lowest. Since these two classifiers are easy to train baseline classifiers, this short training time is expected.
209
Training Time of other algorithms are mostly between Naive Bayes (75s) and Decision Table ( working principles -divide dataset and then train decision trees-makes it faster to train.
214
Classifiers and required memory information are given in Table 4 . The minimum requirement for 215 training memory is 3GB. But, some algorithms need as much as 14GB. The minimum amount of training 216 memory is 3.067GB when Naive Bayes is used; while, the maximum is 13.935GB when Bayes Net is 217 used. Out-of-place algorithms for training memory are ZeroR (7,248GB) and OneR (9,446 GB). These 218 two algorithms are simpler than Naive Bayes; thus, their memory usage should be lower.
219
Most of the model sizes are fairly consistent, lower than 1 mb. Nonetheless, two models have very 220 large sizes-BayesNet and RBF Network, 1.7 GB and 1.6 GB respectively. Large model size might be a 
Comparison of Classifiers Regarding to Binary Metrics
225
Binary classifier performance can be evaluated by using confusion matrix. Table 5 Negative ...) derived from that confusion matrix. All classifiers are compared using these metrics in 228 Table 6 and Table 7 .
229
Performance of classifiers on training dataset (Table 6 ) are all about %99. Such high results are due 230 to overfitting; since, training and testing datasets are the same dataset in these experiments. Normally,
231
Results in Table 6 are not given; since, only results on testing dataset should be presented in machine 232 learning research. Yet, most of the results in literature are given for training dataset, instead of testing 233 dataset (Table 1) . With this in mind, we present 
252
Comparison between results of the applied approach and previous studies can be seen in Table 8 . Even though different metrics are provided before, Table 8 contains Detection Rate only. This is due to the fact 254 that detection rate is the only consistent metric in previous studies. 4. Since our study is fully reproducible-with less than 15 minutes effort-it will be a comparison 269 study for further studies that use KDD99. 
255
As this study applied 13 classifier on the full training and test dataset of KDD99, improved results
271
of this study can be a reference study for further studies in IDS or similar large datasets. 
277
Relationship between training data and test detection rate is hypothesized in Learning Curves (Perlich, 
283
Learning Curves may be used to estimate training size requirements for desired test detection rate.
284
For this study, best test detection rate is 94,70% for Decision Table. This shows that, using more data 285 might increase test detection rate of other algorithms also; but, it might never go above 95.00%, since
286
Training and Test Set have different probability distributions on KDD99.
287
As a final note, several limitations exist in this study. First, KDD99 dataset is very old; thus, its 288 applicability to real world IDS is limited. However the focus of our study is especially about classification 289 performance versus dataset size. Second, our study considers only metric detection rate when comparing 290 classifiers; this is due to the fact that most of the previous studies report consistently only detection rate.
291
Besides, our study provides other performance metrics. Third, our study does not consider rare attack 292 performance.
293
CONCLUSION
294
This study proposed that using full training dataset instead of subset improves the performance of machine 295 learning classifiers on IDS benchmark dataset KDD99. Using Weka, 13 machine learning classifiers have 296 been trained with full KDD99 training dataset and tested on full dataset, Table 7 . Results of the current 297 study have been compared against previous studies. Additionally, the results also gave information about 298 difficulties in training of large data in hardware metrics: training time, working memory, and model size.
299
This study has found that generally using more training data brings performance benefits in test detection were given in this study; some of these requirements are significantly higher than those of in standard
304
PCs, but these requirements are reachable nowadays. As the results shows, the finding of this study, using 305 the most used machine learning methods, the full data set, and comparing the classifiers with respect to 306 binary and hardware criteria, can be a reference study for further studies in IDS or similar large datasets. 
307
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